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Abstract 
We resolve in the affirmative a question of Boppana and Bui: whether simulated annealing 
can. with high probability and in polynomial time, find the optimal bisection of a random graph 
in <G ,,,,! when p - I. = @(n.‘-‘) for A 62. (The random graph model ?q,z,,i- specifies a “planted” 
bisection of density Y, separating two n;‘2-vertex subsets of slightly higher density ~7.) We shoM 
that simulated “annealing” at an appropriate fixed temperature (i.c.. the Metropolis algorithm) 
finds the unique smallest bisection in O(M” ) steps with kery high probability. provided ,I > v. 
(By using a slightly modified neighborhood structure, the number of steps can bc reduced to 
O(n’+’ ).) We leave open the question of whether annealing is clrective for 11 in the range 
1 ’ <A < +. whose lower limit represents the threshold at which the planted bisection becomes 
lost amongst other random small bisections. It also remains open whether hillclimbing (i.c.. 
annealing at temperature 0) solves the same problem; towards the latter result, .luels has recently 
extended our analysis and shown that random hillclimbing finds the minimum bisection with 
constant probability, when p - I’ = I)( I ) (corresponding to I=?). B 199X Elsevier Scicncc 
ES.\‘. All rights reserved. 
I. introduction 
Simulated annealing [19] is a popular heuristic technique for approximately sol\ - 
ing hard problems in combinatorial optimization. The method works by simulating 
a stochastic process on the space of feasible solutions. in which transitions between 
states are governed by a rule that favors states with lower cost or “energy“. A parameter 
known as “temperature” controls the extent to which lower-energy states are favored: 
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at low-temperature equilibrium, low energy states occur with much higher probability 
than high-energy ones, while at high temperatures the difference is less marked. To 
this extent, a low temperature is beneficial; however, there is a tension between this 
effect and a detrimental one, namely that equilibrium typically takes much longer to 
attain at low temperatures than at high ones. 
In simulated annealing proper, the temperature parameter is varied with time in an 
attempt to exploit this tension. The temperature starts high and is gradually reduced with 
time according to a specified “cooling schedule”, in the belief that different “features” 
of the solution will “crystallize out” at different temperatures. 
Unfortunately, no combinatorial optimization problem that has been subjected to rig- 
orous theoretical analysis has exhibited this phenomenon: those problems that can be 
solved efficiently by simulated annealing, can be solved just as effectively by “an- 
nealing” at a single carefully selected temperature. 2 A rigorous demonstration that 
annealing is provably beneficial for some natural optimization problem would rate as 
a significant theoretical advance. 
Simulated annealing at constant temperature is called the Metropolis ul~qorithz [21], 
and the stochastic process (actually a Markov chain) on which it is based is the 
Metropolis process. The few theoretical results so far obtained relate predominantly to 
the Metropolis algorithm rather than to simulated annealing as such. The most exten- 
sively studied problem is that of finding a maximum matching in a graph. Jerrum and 
Sinclair [16, 141 (see also Frieze [9] and Motwani [23]) showed that the Metropolis 
algorithm performs well on random graphs. However, as Sasaki and Hajek [25] had 
previously demonstrated, pathological instances exist on which annealing - regardless 
of the cooling schedule chosen - fails badly. Jerrum considered the problem of find- 
ing a maximum clique in a random graph [ 131, and showed (in rough terms) that 
the Metropolis algorithm is no more effective than hillclimbing (i.e., simulated anneal- 
ing at temperature 0). Aside from these results, Sasaki [24] has used a “density of 
states” argument to construct instances of various optimization problems that cause the 
Metropolis algorithm to run for exponential time. 
Bolstered by experimental studies indicating the effectiveness of simulated annealing 
for graph partitioning [17], in this paper we analyze theoretically the Metropolis algo- 
rithm applied to the problem of graph bisection, i.e., finding a partition of the vertex 
set of an undirected graph into two equal-sized sets so that the number of crossing 
edges is minimized. The problem is known to be NP-complete [ 11, IO], so we cannot 
expect good performance in the worst case. Instead, we study the effectiveness of the 
2 Sorkin has exhibited fractal-like “energy landscapes” that require a non-trivial cooling schedule for fast 
convergence to a low-energy state [26], but these landscapes do not correspond to a “naturally defined” 
optimization problem. A seeming exception is also provided by the proofs in [ 12, 22, 271 that “logarithmic” 
cooling schedules, where the temperature is decreased as the reciprocal of the number of attempted moves. 
result in convergence in probability to the global minima. However, more careful examination of these 
schedules reveals that for a given stopping time z, use of the Metropolis algorithm at temperature Ti for 
the entire time r gives a result asymptotically as good (for 5 + x) as annealing with a logarithmic cooling 
schedule for { Tt}; , 
Metropolis algorithm on “random” instances of the problem, and show that its perfor- 
mance is surprisingly good. Thus, this paper and [ 131 can be viewed as complementary. 
We remark in passing that the bisection problem in various random graph models has 
received considerable attention [3-61. 
To describe our positive result, we require some notation. For 17 even, a random graph 
G = ( I’, E) E %,z,ll is one with n/2 Ivhite and n/2 hl~ck vertices, with edge probability /I 
between pairs of vertices of the same color and edge probability I‘ between pairs of 
opposite color. A pwtitim or bisection rc of G is a partition of V into sets L and R 
(thought of as “left” and “right”) with IL1 = IRI = ~2. The c~rt-\t~idrh of a bisection is 
the number of cut edges: /{{u, c} E E : u E L and c E X} 1; and the hi.set~io/~ 113idtl7 01‘ G 
is the minimum over all bisections (L, R) of the cut-width of (L. R). 
We note that a graph in 91n,;.; is simply a random graph on tz vertices with edge 
probability 4. and that the cut-width of a random bisection has expectation ~II’ and 
variance (-)(?) as well. It can be shown that with high probability the bisection width 
is i17’ - (_)(17-’ ‘). On the other hand, if 17 = i but p ~~ I’= /I ’ -?. with $ < ,4 < 2. the 
natural partition (with L the set of black vertices and R the set of white vertices) has 
expected width $u? = $P? - i( p ~ r)n’ = $17’ - ! ’ It can be shown that with high J/7 
probability this is in fact the minimum bisection [4]. 
The Metropolis process on bisections is described in detail in Section 2, but, in brief. 
the allowed transitions take a pair of vertices, one from each side of a bisection, and 
interchange them. The main new result is contained in Theorem 6.1: informally, this 
theorem states that with overwhelming probability the Metropolis process will converge 
to the unique minimum bisection in time about O(II’), provided d > 9, The proof uses 
(in Claim 5.2) a novel argument concerning perturbed Markov chains that in a sense 
extends the investigations of Azar et al. [I] into biased random walks. 
Boppana [3.] and Bui [5] consider a ‘!7~l,r,,l model, where graphs are chosen uniformly 
from the set of /T-vertex graphs with 111 edges and bisection width h. This is roughly 
equivalent to the !g,l,,, model, with h = $/VI’ and 1~ = i( p + K)/?. In order to compare 
the two models, define the &ficiwI:\. of a graph to be the difference between its 
bisection width and the expected cut-width of a random bisection. For a random graph 
in cg’ ,?,),,, the deficiency is close to in? - h, whereas for the ‘g,iP’. model it is typically 
L l -& O(n). Boppana presents an algorithm which with probability I - O(n ’ ) tinds x” 
the minimum bisection for graphs in lq:l,ll,, with ;/v - h 3 ; J,TVI log n, and sets ax an 
open problem the average-case performance of simulated annealing (as well as the 
tiemighan-Lin and greedy heuristics). 
The range of applicability of Boppana’s algorithm is exceptionally wide, taking in 
graphs whose deficiency is close to the threshold where the planted bisection becomes 
lost amongst other random small bisections. (For dense graphs the required expected 
deficiency is (!(,I’ ’ fi).) However. the algorithm is by no means simple to im- 
plement, requiring as it does the Ellipsoid Method as a subroutine. At larger delicien- 
ties, simpler methods become available. For example, when the expected deficiency is 
12(?? ’ ’ ” ) and the input graph is dense, the number of common neighbors of any pait 
of vertices becomes a reliable indicator of whether the two vertices are on the same 
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or opposite sides of the minimum bisection. This observation can be used as the basis 
for an almost always fast algorithm a la Dyer and Frieze [6]. 
In respect of sensitivity, our result compares unfavorably even against the latter 
approach, since we require the expected deficiency to be yet higher: Cl(r~“‘~ +‘) for 
dense graphs. Our main contribition is not, then, to provide a particularly effective 
algorithm for the minimum bisection problem on random instances, but to analyse the 
performance of a popular heuristic applied to a reasonably realistic problem in com- 
binatorial optimization. Nevertheless, within its range of applicability, the Metropolis 
algorithm for minimum bisections is fast: faster even than Theorem 6.1 would sug- 
gest. As will be apparent later, the algorithm bums up almost all its alloted time in a 
rather mindless way after the minimum bisection has already essentially been found; 
by slightly modifying the choice of perturbations the execution time could easily be 
reduced to O(n’ +“). Unlike Boppana’s algorithm, even when the Metropolis process 
finds an optimal solution, there is no “certificate” proving its success. 
For sparse graphs (p <K’~) our results become vacuous. This is broadly in line 
with a result of Bui [5] to the effect that hillclimbing (randomized greedy, or the 
Metropolis algorithm at temperature 0) is ineffective for very sparse graphs, and can- 
not even discover the obvious minimum bisection existing between a pair of in-vertex 
random cubic graphs. However, Bui conjectured that simulated annealing, and maybe 
even hillclimbing, would be effective for dense random graphs. Our results show that 
his conjecture was correct in the case of annealing (and even the Metropolis algorithm). 
Recently, Juels has reported that the conjecture is also correct in the case of random 
hillclimbing [ 181. However, he requires an even higher deficiency (in fact Q( 1)) and 
finds the minimum bisection with constant probability (rather than overwhelming prob- 
ability). 
A preliminary version of this article appeared as [15]. 
2. Model and key notation 
An annealing algorithm is begun in a random state. Moves are generated or proposed 
at random, and may be accepted (in which case the current state is updated) or rejected 
(in which case the state is left unchanged). A move which would increase the cost by 
a (positive or negative) quantity Acost is accepted with probability A(Acost), where A 
is an acceptance function to be defined presently. 
We consider the most obvious application of annealing to the graph bisection prob- 
lem, in which: a state is a bisection of G into sets L and R; the cost (or “energy”) 
cost(L,R) of a state (L, R) is its cut-width; and a moue is the exchange of a vertex 
in L with a vertex in R. 
We take as the acceptance function 
A(Acost) = 
exp( - Acost/T) 
1 + exp(-Acost/T)’ 
where T is the temperature parameter for the annealing. This acceptance function is 
common, albeit not as common as A(dcost) = min{ I,exp(-dcost!T)} whose nonuni- 
formity complicates the analysis. Both acceptance rules define an ergodic Markov 
chain on bisections, and both share the stationary distribution in which the proba- 
bility of (L. R) is proportional to exp(-cost(l,R)i7). (The stationary distribution gives 
the limiting probability of being at state (L,R) as time t - x.) In fact, our analysis 
relies only some general properties of the acceptance function .d, and not on its exact 
form. Specifically. we require only that A(x) - 4 is (i) antisymmetric about x r 0. 
(ii) bounded below by C.Y for some c>O and all sufficiently small positive .Y, and (iii ) 
Lipschitz 
So that the graph can be bisected exactly, it is natural to restrict the number of 
vertices to be even. In fact, we shall further restrict it to be a multiple of 4. so 
that henceforth we consider random graphs drawn from %J,~,,~,,.. This restriction IS 
immaterial to the results but conveniently makes the imhulunce - a key quantity in our 
analysis - an integral value. The imbnlunce of any partitioning of G E YJ,~,,,,‘. is the 
value k 3 0 for which there are n - k white vertices in one partition (which without 
loss of generality we call partition L) and II+ k in the other (partition R). (L and R are 
labeled arbitrarily for k = 0.) A given annealing move will either leave k unchanged. 
or will increase or decrease it by I. 
A typical random partition has k = O(rz’ ‘), while the canonical partition (which with 
high probability is the minimum) is uniquely characterized by li = 17. As we will see, the 
cost of a state is equal to a function of k plus an error term which is small (with high 
probability). Thus, the sequence k(t) of‘ imbalances after t attempted moves can be used 
to study the progress of annealing. That is, while the transition probabilities k +- h ~ I, 
k ++ k, and k ++ k + I depend on the full state T[. under appropriate conditions they 
can be approximated from k alone, making k(t) a tractable “near Markov chain”. 
Throughout this paper the phrase ll?tlz owmMmit~y prohubilit~. will mean “with 
probability I - O(exp( -nc)) for some constant c.10”. 
The full probability space under consideration is the cross product of the space of 
random graphs, the random proposed moves over all steps, and the random coin tosses 
at all steps. We will write E,G, ,, to denote the expectation of some quantity over 
random graphs and moves, Pr,, to denote a probability over random moves alone, and 
so forth. 
Finally, Sections 4 and 5 require that the sequence of all proposed moves can be 
specified in advance, in such a way that the acceptance or rejection of any move 
does not jeapordize the legality or uniform randomness of subsequent proposed moves. 
So when it is necessary to consider in detail what is meant by a move. it is this: 
Take the collections L and R to be ordered lists of vertices rather than mere sets. 
so that a state rt = (L, R) is a permutation. (Conversely. for a state specified by the 
partition x L and R will refer to the first and last 2n vertices.) Let the move (i.,i) 
indicate the exchange of L, and R,: the ith vertex in L and the jth vertex in R. Moves 
are generated uniformly at random by choosing i and .j uniformly at random from 
{ 1....,2n}. 
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3. Transition probabilities 
The transition k H k + 1 occurs iff a move taking k to k + 1 is both proposed and 
accepted. 
Claim 3.1. For uny graph G und any purtition 7-c with imbalance k, the probubility 
that a proposed mo2;e would increase k is 
$[proposek~k+l]=~ - $+$. 
Proof. A proposed move (i, j) increases k if L, is white, and Ri is black, which has 
probability ((n - k)/2n)2. 0 
For a given bisection n with imbalance k, a move M is k-increasing (respectively, 
k-decreasing) if it produces a bisection with imbalance k + 1 (respectively, k- 1). For a 
given bisection rc with imbalance k, and a given k-increasing move M, let X+ =X+(G) 
be the random variable representing the cost increase that occurs when move A4 is ap- 
plied to the partitioning rr of the random graph G. Recall that A(x) = (1 + exp(x/r)))’ 
is the acceptance function. Note that A(X+) is the probability that a given k-increasing 
move is accepted. 
Claim 3.2. Suppose T 2 fi. Then E&(X+) > i + R(min{k( p - r)/T, I} ), where the 
expectation is over random GE 94n.p,r. 
Proof. The distribution of X+ can be expressed as the sum and difference of 8n - 4 
independent Bernoulli random variables Xi+, corresponding to the 8n-4 potential edges 
affected by the specified move: 
X’=2(tz-k-l).Bl,+2(n+k).B, 
-2(n+k).Bp-2(n-k-l).B,, (2) 
where the equality sign is to be interpreted as “has the same distribution as”, and 
the notation t . BP stands for the sum of t independent Bernoulli r.v.‘s each with 
expectation p. Similarly, introduce a new r.v. X0 expressed as the sum and difference 
of 8n - 4 independent Bernoulli random variables Xp: 
X”=2n.BP+2(n- l).B,-2n,B,,-2(n- l).B,.. 
Observe that the distribution of X0 is symmetric about the origin, while the function 
.4(x) - i is antisymmetric, and hence &4(X0) = f. Our strategy is to estimate EA(X+) 
by comparing the distributions of Xf and X0, which are obviously close for small k. 
We construct a model for X+ and X0, “coupled’ on a common sample space, that 
gives the correct distribution for each T.v., even though X+ and X0 will (intentionally) 
be highly correlated. When possible, to each Xj+ appearing in X+, pair an Xi” ap- 
pearing with the same sign in X0 and having the same Bernoulli parameter, and force 
them to be equal. When such pairing is impossible, pair variables with opposite pa- 
rameters, arranging for the p-variable to dominate the /F-variable. This yields a sharply 
concentrated distribution for the difference: X” - JY- = (4k + 2) B,, -, >O. 
There are two cases to consider, depending on the size of k( IJ - 1.). First. suppose 
that k(j~ ~~ /.)al. An elementary inequality [7. Eq. Vl.3.61 for a general 
binomial random variable Z with distribution B(n. p) holds that for any threshold 
i </I/?, Pr(Z<;.)<(,? - i)p.l(n/~ - A)‘. In particular, it follows that Pr(Z > jrr,))‘~ 
(I ~ II - ~/rp)p(f~p)‘>, I - 2.!12/), and for ~l)>4. Pr(Z> ~/Z/I)>, 4. In the present UN- 
text, if‘ k(-,> ~~ 1.) 2 I then 
PI-(x” ~~ x >2k( p - 1.))> $. 
Also. in any case. the variance of X0 is no more than 4. 217 $. so by ChcbysheL.4 
inequality, 
Hence (irrespective of any probabilistic dependency between the events) with proba- 
bility at least i, the events X” - Xt 3 2k( p - 1.) and /X0( <4,,15 occur simultaneously. 
Since T3 \/;;2, there is a probability of at least i that (XO:T( <4 and X0 ‘T .r( 
r32k(/) -- /.);‘r hold simultaneously; in this event ,4(X+) - A(X”)=!?(min(k( ,U 
~ r)/K I } ), since in any bounded range. the “sigmoid” ( 1 +e’ ) -’ has negative gradient 
uniformly bounded away from 0. 
Before finishing up, we will pick up the other case, where A-( 0 ~ r) = 0( I ). In this 
case IX” - .Y~’ (= 1 with probability !2(k( ~7 -I-)). Even conditioned upon /X0 -x’. ’ :: I. 
Pr( i.X’“l = O( \/;; )) = 12( 1). So there is probability !2(li( p - Y)) that (X” - .Y. 1 -= 1 and 
/.Y”I = O( ,/;i ) <O( T) hold simultaneously, in which event ,4(.X” ) ~ ,4(.X’” )= !!( min 
( l/T. I ) ). 
In cithcr case. then. using the fact that X0 - A’ is non-negative. 
EA(,b’ ) ~ i =E(,4(X+) - A(X”))3!r(min{li(/7 r)‘T. l}), .I 
For a given partition n with imbalance li, let f _ = /‘ ’ (G, TI) be a random variable 
denoting the probability that the new partition after one move has imbalance X + I. 
Let /‘-- = f’ -(G, 71) be the corresponding r.v. for k-decreasing moves. 
Proof. Follows from Claims 3.1, 3.1, and symmetry. ’ I 
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To show that J’+ is concentrated near its expected value we employ a “bounded 
difference” inequality. Specifically, we use a generalization of Azuma’s inequality in a 
form due to McDiarmid [20] (see also Bollobis [2]): 
Theorem 3.4 (Azuma). Let XI,. . ,X,, be independent random variables, with X, tak- 
ing values in a set Ak ji)r each k. Suppose that the (measurable) jtinction J‘: n Ak ---) R 
satisjies If(x) - f(x’)I <ck whenever the vectors x and X’ d@er only in the kth co- 
ordinate. Let Y be the random variable ,f(X,, . .,X,). Then jbr uny t >O, Pr[ ) Y 
- EYI3t]d2exp(-2t2/Cci). 
Definition 3.5. Call a pair (G, n) ;I-atypical if either If+(G, n) - E:g,f+(G, R)I > i or 
If-(G, rc) - Egf-(G, z)/ >I.. 
Claim 3.6 (Atypicality). For any partition 71 and arzJ? 1> 0, the probability, over ran- 
dom GE YJ,,.~,~, that (G, K) is I,-atypical is at most 4exp(-41w”T2). 
Proof. Equating G with the collection {~(u, v) : {u, v} E V(*)} of indicator variables 
for the edges, f+(G, rc) is a function of these independent r.v.‘s: it is the sum over 
k-increasing moves (i,j) of the probability that the move is both proposed and accepted. 
Varying one x(u, v) while leaving all other x’s fixed, the probability of proposing 
a particular move (i,j) taking k to k + 1 is unchanged at l/(2n)2. The probability 
of accepting (i,j) changes only for the 4n values of i,j for which {i,j}n{~,v} # 0. 
Even then the move’s cost change X is altered by at most 1, and the derivative of 
the acceptance function A is bounded in absolute value by 1/4T, so the acceptance 
probability A(X) changes by at most 1/4T. Thus changing a single x(u,v) changes 
J’+ by at most c(u, v) = 1/(2n)2 .4n. 1/4T = 1/4nT; summing over all (“;) pairs {u,v) 
gives ~c(u,v)~<I/~T~. By Azuma’s inequality, Pr[lft-EJ‘+/>;L]d2exp(-4A2T2). 
Applying the same argument to ,f- yields the claim. 0 
4. Metropolis’s progress: Sketch 
In this section we begin by proving that for any e>O, p - r = n-‘/6i2e, T = n’i2+‘, 
2 = n- 16, and any t = 0(n2!3+1: ), in the course of t moves it is almost certain that a 
A-atypical state is never encountered. Presuming that this is so, the probabilities for k 
increasing (or decreasing or remaining the same) are closely bounded by Corollary 3.3. 
We go on to present an intuitive justification that with these parameter values, and 
assuming an initial imbalance of k = 0( ,/% ), the pessimistic values for these bounds on 
the transition probabilities suffice to drive k from R(n’!“) to f2(n2j3) within t moves. 
For now we simply note that this is a comparatively huge imbalance, and do not 
consider completion to k = n. 
In later sections we show that atypical states are avoided even with the more demand- 
ing parameters needed, and argue formally about the consequences for the imbalance. 
Proof. In addition to z(O), let the sequence of t= 0(t7L 3 .’ ) proposed moves be gi\ en. 
For any such sequence, over all possible choices of accepting or rejecting each mo\‘e, 
there are 2’ states possible at time T. for a set of 2’ ” - I states possible o\cr all 
I moves. By Claim 3.6, for a random graph G the c~xpwtcd number of i-atypical 
states in this set is at most 2’+’ 4 exp( --3i? T’ ), tvhich for the given paramcter wlucs 
is exp(O(ti? “’ ) - 4t+ 3~‘2’.) = eup(-!!(t1’ “” )), 
It follows that it is exponentially unlikely that LIM>‘ i-atypical state exists among 
these 2’. ’ -~ 1 states, and in particular that there is unlikely to be one among the t + I 
states in the actual “trajectory” where the Metropolis rule determines the acceptances 
and re.jections. ‘i 
Presuming now that no i-atypical states are encountered. by Corollary 3.3 and the 
definition of jL-atypicality. at every step. 
f” >, L + Q(min{k(p - r)/T. I}) -0(&n) -~ i 
which for !!(tI’ ')<k<O(n' j ) and the given parameter values is f’_ 4 4 !!(min 
(kttc’ 3’s, I}). S ymmetrically. ,f’- = { ~- 12(min{knP’ ‘-I. I } ). 
Commencing with k=R(t?“). the hirt.c f --,f’~- =Il(min{ktlmz3+,. I})=l!(t~ ’ ” I 
can naively be expected, over t? j moves. to contribute an imbalance of !!(tt’ ’ .’ ). Ow 
the same time. as the transition probabilities are all approximately i, the numhcr of 
k-increasing moves has variance (_)(& ‘) (standard deviation (->(n ’ )) and is exponcn- 
tially unlikely to differ by more than 0(/l ’ ‘) from its nominal value: the same is true 
for k-decreasing moves; and so with exponential likelihood the final imbalance A \\+I1 
be !2(n 2-‘)&O(tt”)=12(t~‘2i’.). 
Another t? ’ moves starting from this point would by the same reasoning product 
k =: I!( tl’ ’ + ‘, ). with (->( I “i:) repetitions yielding k = !2( t? ’ ). The total number of movex 
used, H( I, ;:) tt2 3. is within the allotment t = O( II’ -’ ’ ). 
Again, this merely provides intuition for how k grows: we will take it up again 
formally after showing that i-atypical states can be avoided under the more rigorous 
parameter values that will be required. 
5. An improved argument 
View the previous section’s proof that no atypical state is encountered as saying that 
even an adversary with freedom to accept or reject each move cannot guide the process 
to a partition TC for which (G. n) is atypical. Now. to extend the result to longer runs 
with more exacting parameter values, capitalize on the fact that the adversary actually 
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has limited freedom. Specifically, for almost all G E Y4n,p.r, and every bisection 7c, 
the transition probabilities from 7~ must “on average” lie within a small range about 
their expectation over G; if the adversary is confined to choosing a probability within 
this range and then respecting a fair coin toss, there is little chance it can alter the 
outcome. Thus in t moves it makes far fewer than t decisions, allowing a larger t than 
previously. 
For a given graph G, let &(n, 7~‘) be the probability that from state TL the transition 71’ 
is made (generated and accepted), and let P^(7c, 7~‘) = EqP~(n,n’). For a given G and 
n, let JIPG(~.) - 3~~ . )I/ = Cnf IP ( G 7c, n') - F(Tc, n')i. Call a pair (G, 7~) “rough” if 
j(pG(nn, ) -p(n, )I1 exceeds some threshold, which we set to be O(fi/T). 
Claim 5.1. For any temperature T > 0, with overwhelminy probability over GE te4n,p,r, 
for all 71, /IPG(n, ) - P^(7c, . ))I =0(&/T). 
Proof. Let X’ be the cost increase associated with a possible transition 71 H x’, for 
Z’ # 7~. First, 
EqlPc(n, d) - p^(q n’)/ 
= Eq J[PG(z, 71’) - E~PG(z, d)]* 
6 v%dP&, x’) - E~PG(~, 41* 
= & dEg[A(X’) - E+4(X’)]2 
d &&&4(X’) - A(EG&‘)I* 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Inequality (3) is from Jensen’s inequality and concavity of square root [8, Eq. V.8.61; 
(4) holds because 5 = EX minimizes E(X - <)*; (5) because the absolute value of 
the gradient of A is bounded by 1/4T; and (6) follows by regarding X’ as a sum and 
difference of Bernoulli r.v.‘s (see Eq. (2)). 
It follows that 
(7) 
Next we claim that for any 71, and any (.>O, 
< 2 exp(-c’n). (X) 
AS usual this follows from applying the method of bounded differences, in this case to 
!I&(% 1 -Rx )I13 viewed as a function of G. Changing any edge indicator variable 
x( II, I’) does not affect any P(n, 71’). It changes PG( TI. n’) for only 4n states TI’. and then 
~ for 71’ # 71 - by at most 114~’ lj4T: the probability of generating the state times 
the maximum possible change in the probability of accepting it. It therefore changes 
P~(x. 76) by at most the same total amount lj4nT. So each z( II, c) causes a change 
to l(Fo(n, .) --P^(n, .)I1 of c(u,r)<l/%T, resulting in ~c(u,r~)‘<2TP”. whence (8) 
follows by Azuma’s inequality. 
Combining Eqs. (7) and (8) for any TI. 
The probability over G E Ybn, (‘,, that there is any rough 71 is at most the expected 
number of n’s which are rough, and since there are exactly ($) possible values of x 
this is exp(O(4n) - c2n)= exp(-0(n)) for c sufficiently large. 
That is, all but a fraction exp(-Q(n)) of graphs G E Y~ri.,i.l. have no rough parti- 
tions. ‘1 
Claim 5.2. For any temperature 0 < T <poly(n) and unJt tolrrunee 2, tlw Metropoli.s 
process I’UII ut temperature T jbr t = O( R2 T3/fi log’ n) steps encounters LI i,-trtJpicrr1 
.stcrte Il.ith prohahilit~~ at most exp( -Q( i’ T2i log’ n)). 
Proof. Acting in parallel with the Metropolis process, we introduce a second random 
process, the hhfler, which should shadow it closely without knowledge of the graph G. 
The bluffer is defined as follows. Given a state ii. a new state 6’ is chosen as n, 
with probability pi =&fi, pi); this mapping from i? to fi’ is applied to ir(t) to yield 
fi(z + 1). However, the bluffer’s procedure is modified by a correction tupe: a set of 
O(tfi/T) times r, and associated moves m(~,). For any time z,, %(T,) will be the 
state obtained from -i(~, - I ) by applying move WZ( T,) rather than the usual mapping. 
As we shall see. an initial state it(O), a random sequence (I):_,, and a correction 
tape, will completely determine the bluffer’s sequence (?(r))i_,. without reference to 
the random graph G. 
The Metropolis and bluffer’s processes can be based on a common sample 
space of 3’s. Given a state fi, the bluffer partitions [O. 1) into intervals of length p,. and 
selects k’ = R, when the random “coin toss” 2 falls into the ith interval (see Fig. 1 ). 
Given a state 71 = ii. the Metropolis process uses the same (graph-independent) partition- 
ing, but with a twist. In “shortfall” cases where P, = Pc;( n, X, ) <Pi, a c-long portion of 
the ith interval is given the label i; in “excess” cases where F: >I;, the entire interval is 
Bluffer: 
Metropolis- & 1 pz j , .,.. ., 
0 4 t 
“shortfall” “excess” 
(reserved) (redistributed) 
Fig. I. Sample space for Bluffer and Metropolis. 
1 
labeled i, as is enough leftover space from shortfall cases to make up a total probability 
fi. Of course, if x falls into an area labeled i, state rc, is chosen. This gives the proper 
Metropolis and bluffer probabilities. Moreover, if fi(~) = n(s), the bluffer’s uncorrected 
successor for 72(r) and Metropolis’s TI(Z + 1) are equal with probability 1 - i l/Po(~, ) 
- F(T, )/I, over random a(z + 1) E [0, 1): they are unequal only if ~((t + I) falls 
into one of the 
- ECU, )ll. 
“shortfall” intervals, and the total size of these is iIIP,(n, ) 
For any graph G which is not rough (which satisfies JIPG(~~, )-P^(n, )I1 =0(&/T) 
for all bisections rc), from any initial state fi(0) = n(O), with high probability over 
random sequences r(r), some correction tape makes ?c( r) = Z(T) for all 0 < r < 2. To see 
this, we will “reverse-engineer” the correction tape: the “bad” times r, are those at 
which the bluffer’s choice for the state following fi( ri - 1) - given 72(r, - 1) = 7c( T; - 1) 
_ fails to agree with the true Metropolis state rc(z;); the suggested moves m(r,) are those 
required to take state ;l(rl - 1) to state n(r,). It should be clear that this construction 
makes the corrected bluffer’s sequence identical to the Metropolis trajectory. It remains 
to verify that the number of bad times is small, so that the correction tape is of 
acceptable brevity. 
A given time z is bad only if x falls into one of the shortfall intervals, which 
occurs with probability at most l II&(X, ) --P^(rc, . )I1 <O(\/;;lT). Thus, the number of 
bad times is upper-bounded by a binomial distribution B(t, 0(&/r)). Over the space 
of coin tosses, the probability that the total number of bad moves is O(tfi/T) is 
1 - exp(-R(tJi;/T)), which by choice of t is 1 - exp(-R(L’T’/log’n)). 
We now close the argument. Given an initial state n(O) and the sequence of coin 
tosses X(T), run the bluffer in turn with all possible correction tapes to produce a 
set of exp(O(t&logn/T)) states. Only now choose a GE %‘J~,~,‘.: by Claim 3.6, the 
probability that any state in the set is A-atypical for G is at most t,exp(O(tfi log n/r)), 
4 exp(-4A*T*), which (by choice of t) is exp( -n(12r2)). On the other hand, with 
overwhelming probability over graphs and random coin tosses, the true Metropolis 
trajectory (n(r)):,, matches the bluffer’s sequence (fi(r)):,, for one of the correction 
tapes, i.e., the Metropolis states are in the above set. Thus, it is overwhelmingly likely 
that no /.-atypical state is encountered by the Metropolis algorithm. 0 
Specializing the parameters r, 1, and t appearing in Claim 5.2 we obtain the fol- 
lowing. 
6. Metropolis’s progress: Detail 
We now refine the argument sketched in Section 4 to demonstrate that the Metropolis 
process on bisections. when run at an appropriate tcmpcrature, converges rapidly to the 
optimal bisection with overwhelming probability. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemmas 6.3.-6.5 which will be established 
later in the section. 7 
It should be noted that the constant implicit in the definition of “overwhelming 
probability” depends on E, but on no other parameters. 
The analysis leading to Theorem 6.1 tracks the Metropolis process through three 
regimes. These are now briefly described in order to map out the general shape of the 
proof. The first two last for only ~1’ *I’ time, and hence, by Corollary 5.3, pass without 
the process visiting atypical states. 
I. The first regime is in force until the imbalance X- of the partition first reaches a value 
at least \I??. (For a fortuitous initial partition, this condition may already hold at the 
outset.) The evolution of the imbalance k as a function of time is suffciently close 
to that of an unbiased random walk on N. that we are able to argue (in Section 6. I ) 
that there is an appreciable probability that k reaches \/;; in time O(n). Thus u ith 
overwhelming probability we pass to the second regime in time O(rl”’ ). 
2. The second regime lasts until li == U(n). In Section 6.2 we show that the process 
experiences a definite “drift” towards states (partitions) with higher values of /c. with 
the result that k = Q(n) holds with overwhelming probability after only 0(/l’ ’ ) 
further steps. 
3. When k = II(n), convergence begins to slow. because the probability of proposing 
a k-increasing move diminishes (though the probability of cueptiwg a given Ii- 
increasing move is obviously high). As a result. we are no longer co\,ered h> 
Corollary 5.3. Fortunately, the progress towards the optimal partition is no\\ In- 
exorable. as we are able to demonstrate by rather crude arguments in Section h.3. 
As hinted above, we track the Metropolis process by observing the imbalance h ah ;I 
function of time. The latter process is not Markovian, as the transition probabilities arc 
a fimction of a “hidden” variable, namely the current partition 7~. However. wc &all 
be able to reason about the process k(t) by comparing it with a simple random \\alk 
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on N. The latter will be chosen so that it approximates the former, and is dominated by 
it in an appropriate sense. The technology for making this comparison is encapsulated 
in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. Let X(t), t = 1,2,. , be uny stochastic process (possibly but not nec- 
essarily a Markov process) with u projection (a jimction X(t) -X(t)) onto N. Let 
Y(t), t = 1,2,. ., be a random walk on N that is independent of X (and therefore 
of A’), but is dominated by X in the following sense: ji)r any k, any t, and any history 
x(l),..., x( t ) with x(t) H x( t ) = k, 
Pr[X(t+ I)=k+ 1 IX(l)=x(l),...,X(t)=x(t)] 
>Pr[Y(t+l)=k+ljY(t)=k] 
and 
Pr[X(t+ l)=k - 1 iX(l)=x(l),...,X(t)=x(t)] 
d Pr[Y(t + 1) =k - 1 j Y(t)=k]. 
Furthermore, assume that the loop probabilities Pr[Y(t + 1) = k 1 Y(t) = k] for the 
random walk are at least $, jbr all k. Then the process X(t) dominates Y(t): for 
every jinal state j, every choice of initial states satisjjing Y(0) dX(O)<j, and every 
time bound t, it is the case that 
Pr[X(t’)=j, for some t’<t]> Pr[Y(t’)=j, _fbr some t’dt]. (9) 
Proof. “Couple” X and Y on the natural common sample space and argue inductively 
that X(t) 3 Y(t). That is, replace the processes X and Y described above with new 
processes X’ and Y’ having the same probabilities as the original processes, but no 
longer independent of one another, instead based on a common sample space and (as 
will be shown) having the property that X’(t)2 Y’(t) for all t. Given this, Eq. (9) 
follows immediately for X’ and Y’, and then for the original X and Y, as the prob- 
abilities are the same. For notational convenience, in the following we will continue 
to write simply X and Y, though we are really referring to the coupled “replacement” 
processes X’ and Y’. 
The underlying common sample space consists of a sequence x(O), M( 1 ), . of in- 
dependent “coin tosses”, the result of the tth toss being a real number r(t) uni- 
formly distributed in [0, 1). Focus attention on time step t, suppose a generic history 
x( 1 ), . . . , x( t ) , and let 
pi(x(l),. .,x(t))= Pr[X(t + 1) =X(t) + 1 1 X(1)=x(l),. .,X(t)=x(t)] 
and 
pX(x(l),. .,x(t))= Pr[X(t + 1) =X(t) - 1 1 X(1)=x(l),. .,X(t>=x(t>], 
I ho 
with the analogous (but simpler) definitions 
p:-(k)= Pr[Y(t + l)=k + 1 ( Y(t)=k] 
and 
f,;(k)= Pr[Y(t+ I)=k - 11 Y(r)=k]. 
When we write just p,$, pg. p;, and py, the implicit arguments should be clear from 
context. Then the next projection X of the process X is given by 
X(t + l)= 
1 
X(t) - 1 if r(t)<.~7,\:, 
X(t) + 1 if r(t)> 1 - pz, 
X(t) otherwise, 
and similarly for the next state of the process Y. (We note. informally. that the ar- 
guments are unaffected if the probabilities pi and py were allowed to depend on an 
external stimulus to the random process, as well as the “hidden state” X(t) and its 
history. ) 
Observe that the high-loop probabilities of process Y, combined with dominance of 
the transition probabilities of Y by those of A’, ensure that p; < i and p, 6 p,(,Y(t )) 
< 4. Thus, it cannot happen that X(r + I ) =X(t) - 1 and Y(r + I ) = Y(r) -- I. for the 
former requires x(t) < p,; < i and the latter requires x( t ) 2 1 - pt 3 4. 
The proof of X(t)> Y(t) for all t is by induction on t, the case t =O being satisfied 
by hypothesis. If X(t)> Y(t) then it is immediate that X(t + I)3 Y(t + I ) by the 
previous observation. If X(t) = Y(t) then there arc two possible bad cases: either Y’ 
increases and X does not; or Y is unchanged and X decreases. But ifX(i) = Y.(r) then 
the theorem’s hypothesis dictates that ~1.: 3 p;, and /‘,1: < pl Thus Y increases only 
if x(t)> 1 ~ ,I,, > 1 - ps, in which case X also increases; similarly a decrcasc in .‘t’ 
requires z(l) < p.y < p;, which in turn requires Y’ to decrease. ;I: 
The machinery required for analyzing the three regimes described earlier is now in 
place. 
Here we consider the Metropolis process on partitions with imbalance at most ,:;I. 
We show that the process exhibits the following favorable behavior. 
Proof. Let 2 = n-t”. By Corollary 5.3. with overwhelming probability no ).-atypical 
states are encountered in the first O(n”‘, ) steps of the Metropolis process. It is 
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therefore enough to prove the result under the assumption that no /.-atypical states 
are encountered. 
Set b = [fil, and consider the random walk Y(t) on N which from Y(t) = k has: 
up-transition probabilities u if 0 <k < b and 0 otherwise, and down-transition probabil- 
ities d if 0 <k <b and 1 otherwise, where u = f - 6, d = $ + 6, and 6 > 0 is a constant 
to be chosen shortly. (Loop probabilities are implicitly defined by complementation.) 
Let k(t), t = 0, I,. . . , be the sequence of imbalances recorded as the Metropolis process 
evolves from a random initial state. Under the assumption that the current state is not 
i,-atypical, Corollary 3.3 assures us that k-increasing and k-decreasing transitions both 
occur with probability $ k O(n-‘:‘) when k < b = [@I. Thus, for some choice of 
6 = O(K”~) the random walk Y(t) stands in relation to k(t) as its namesake does to 
the process X(t) in Theorem 6.2,3 and it suffices to show that the random walk Y 
reaches b in time O(n’+“) wit overwhelming probability when started in state 0. h 
For 0 <k <b, let pi be the expected time for the random walk Y to hit state b, given 
that the initial state is i. According to Feller [7, Eq. XIV.3.31, the general solution 
for ~1; is4 
i 
p,=d-ufA+B d 0 
i 
M ’ 
(10) 
where A and B are constants that must be fitted to the boundary conditions. In our case, 
the boundary conditions are pb = 0 and ~0 = 1 + upI + (1 - u)~o, the latter simplifying 
to /LO - ~1 = u-‘. Substituting the general solution from Eq. (10) into each of these in 
turn yields 
and 
Solving for A and B, and substituting in ~0 = A + B, we obtain 
Notingthat(d-u)2=462=O(n-‘)andd/z~=(1+8S)/(l-86)=1+O(n~“2),wesee 
immediately that ~0 = O(n), and hence p, = O(n) for all i < b. By Markov’s inequality, 
there is a non-zero constant probability that the process Y(t) will hit state b in O(n) 
steps starting at any initial state i db. Thus, starting in state 0, the process will hit 
state b in O(n”“) t p s e s, with overwhelming probability. 0 
3 The transition probabilities for Y when Y(t) exceeds b are artificially defined to ensure a formal corre- 
spondence with the condition of Theorem 6.2; in fact, we are only interested in the evolution of k(t) until 
k(t)>b. 
4 Feller has the convention u + d = 1, but his derivation is valid for the general case. 
Up to ~57, the imbalance k evolves roughly as an unbiased random walk on ’ ,. 
Beyond this threshold a positive bias takes hold, and li increases faster and faster. 
The e&t can be quantified, and leads to the following lemma whose proof parallels 
that of the preceding one. 
Proof. Let /. = K’ ‘, and consider the evolution of the Metropolis process starting at 
the first state with imbalance k 2 fi. By Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 6.3. with over-- 
whelming probability no i-atypical states are encountered in the following ()(/I’ ) 
steps of the Metropolis process. It is therefore enough to prove the result under the 
assumption that no i.-atypical states are encountered. 
We show that in a sequence of “phases” the imbalance will rise to h 13 (‘II with 
overwhelming probability. In a typical phase, k will increase from some initial value I 
to a final value at least h = min{ (in’ 1. C’M} in time 0( 17’ ’ ). Since the number of phasch 
is constant. the overall transit time is also O(n”’ ). 
WC proceed IO analyze a single phase with initial state i > ,/E. Set c/ = [i, 2,. and con- 
sider the random walk Y(f) on ?I which from Y(t) = k has: up-transition probabilities L/ 
if (1 <k <h and 0 otherwise. and down-transition probabilities II if CI < k <h and I other- 
Lvisc. \vhere II = i +a. d = i -6, and d > 0 will be chosen presently. (Loop probabilitie> 
are implicitly defined by complementation.) Let X-( t ), t = 0. 1.. , be the sequence 01‘ 
rmbalanccs recorded as the Metropolis process evolves from an initial state with imbal- 
JIICC /\ = i. Under the assumption that the current state is not i-atypical. C’orollark 3.3 
assures us that k-increasing transitions occur with probability $ + !l(min{i/l ’ . I i ). 
and li-decrcasinp transitions with probability i ~ !!( min{ i/zm I_‘. I }). provided [I <:X < /I. 
Thus, for an appropriate choice of 0 = (-)( min{ i/l- ’ ’ . I } ). the random walk 1 (t ) stands 
in relation to k(t) as its namesake does to the process A’(r) in Theorem 6.2.’ and it 
suffices to show that the random walk Y reaches h in time O(H’ ’ ) with overwhelming 
probability when started in state i. For future refercncc. note that 0 = !!( II ’ ’ ). 
Feller [7. Eq. XIV.2.4] shows that given Y(0) = i. the probability that the “ruin” 
event Y(r) = (I occurs before the event Y( t ) = h is equal to (1.’ ml/ - r” ” ) ( I - I.~’ I’ ). 
where I’ = tl II. Now. 7 = I - !)(o) = I - !!(?I-’ ’ -’ ). and h--rr>i--cl= [i’?] -!!(/I’ ‘)). 
So the probability of “ruin” is exp( ~ I!(rP)), and the ctent Y(f) m= h occurs first \\ tth 
overwhelming probability. 
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Again from Feller [7, Eq. XlV.3.41, the expected time to hit either a or b is 
i-u b-a 1 _ y’-u -~ 
26 +26’- 1 _ +a 
which is O(n), since b - a = O(min{in”, cn}), and 6 = a(min{in-If’, l}). Thus, the 
Metropolis process will hit state b in O(n’+“) steps, with overwhelming 
probability. 0 
4.3. Large imbalance 
When k is large, progress towards partitions with higher imbalance is slowed, since 
the probability of selectiuzy a k-increasing move declines. Ultimately, when k = n - 1, 
the probability of selecting the unique k-increasing move is just l/4n2. As a result, 
we can no longer remain within the time bound of Corollary 5.3. Fortunately, the 
Metropolis process is now safely locked on to the optimal solution, and rather crude 
arguments suffice to prove the lemma relating to the third and final regime. 
Lemma 6.5. Let c ~0, p - Y and T be us in Lemma 6.1, and select G E C!94n,p,r. 
Suppose that the Metropolis process on bisections is allowed to evolve ut constunt 
temperature T, starting at any bisection with imbalance k > cn. Then the hitting time 
ftir the unique minimul bisection with imbalance k = n is 0(n2+“), with overwhelming 
probability. 
Proof. Denote the set of neighbors of vertex v in G by G(z). Recall the terminology 
and notation of Section 2, in particular, that block R (block L) of the partition is the 
one with a majority of white (black) vertices. Call a white vertex v reliable if 
/G(v) n RI - IG(v) f1L1 >n5/hf31,‘2; 
symmetrically, a black vertex will be reliable if 
JG(v) n L1 - (G(v) n RI >n5:6+3c’2. 
Intuitively, a reliable vertex is one that will readily move to the “correct” side of the 
(L,R) partition if it is not already there, but is almost impossible dislodge once it has 
arrived at the correct side. More precisely: a proposed k-increasing (decreasing) move 
that nominates two reliable vertices will be accepted (rejected) with overwhelming 
probability. [The change in cost is in absolute value at least 2(n5:6-c31”2 - 1) and hence 
the acceptance (rejection) probability is at least 1 - exp(-Q(n”:2)).] 
For a given partition rr with imbalance k 3 jcn/2], given vertex v, and random 
GE 34tp,r> the probability that 2, is unreliable is very low: for a white vertex u EL 
the quantity IG(c) n RI - IG(v) n LI is distributed as 6 
(n - k) B,. + (n + k) BP - (n + k) B,. - (n - k - 1). B,, 
’ Here we re-use the notation from the proof of Claim 3.2. 
which has expectation (2k + 1 )p - 2kr = U(n( p -r)) = !2(n5 6-7r.). Similar calculations 
can be undertaken for white vertices in R, and black vertices in L or R. with the same 
result. By the bounded difference inequality (Theorem 3.4) or that of Chernoff. the 
probability that I’ is unreliable is exp( --12(n’ ‘+” ) ). 
Now, keeping rc as before, consider the probability that some fixed set L! of vertices 
arc all unreliable, where )Ul = O(n” ‘). A necessary condition for a white v’ertex I’ c: I‘ 
to be unreliable is 
JG(P) r-1 (R - C’)i - \G(P) n (L ~ L’)/ <n’ “+‘, ’ + ;L’l I I I ) 
an event that, as before, occurs with probability at most cxp(-!I(?? “‘J’.)). (Her-c we 
use the fact that )1/j = O(PZ”‘~).) Observe that the events ( I I ), where L’ ranges over I , 
are probabilistically independent, so the probability that u/l vertices in G’ are unreliable 
is at most exp { - /U IL(n’ 3+11,)}. 
Still keeping rt as before, consider the probability that G contains at least [17- ’ ‘(n 
.- k )-I unreliable vertices. This probability is bounded above by the expected numbct 
of subsets Ci c V of size IU( = [n-’ ‘(n - k)l = O(n’ ‘) that contain only unreliable 
vertices. The expected number of such sets li is 
Observe that this bound is exponentially smaller than the reciprocal of the numbcr 
of partitions with imbalance k; thus, with overwhelming probability. if G t iCl,,,,,, is 
chosen at random, et:er~ k-partition with k >cn has fewer than r/7-’ j(17-k )1 unreliable 
vertices. 
There are two cases to analyze, depending on the size of M -- k. If II - k <n2 ‘, then 
(r/l vertices are reliable, and the probability that a k-increasing move will be proposed 
and accepted is ((~7 - k)/2n)’ - to within an exponentially small additive term and 
certainly greater than i((n -k)f2n)‘; similarly, the probability that a k-decreasing move 
will be proposed and accepted is 0 ~~ again to within an exponentially small additive 
term - and certainly less than i((n ~ k)!217)‘. If 17 - k >t7” then the total number of 
possible moves involving unreliable vertices is at most 2,~’ ‘(II - k) <2/lmm’ I(,7 X )‘. 
i.e.. at most a factor 2n greater than the number of unreliable vertices. These potentially 
bad moves form only a small fraction of the total number of k-increasing moves that 
could be proposed, and it is easy to check that the bounds on transition probabilities 
computed in the case of small n - k hold here also. 
Finally. in the style of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, wc introduce a random walk Y(t) on ‘S. 
From any ~cn/2] 6 k <n, Y has up-transition probability 11(X ) = ;((,I ~ k )/2/r )‘, and 
down-transition probability d(k) = if (II -- k):2n )‘; outside this range the probabilities 
are pessimistically set to 0 or I. Since Y(t) is dominated by the Metropolis process 
in the sense of Theorem 6.2, it suffices to show that when started in state i 3c’rl. the 
random walk Y reaches state r7 in time O(,?” ). with overwhelming probability. 
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Observe that if the loop probabilities are factored out, so that only transitions to 
distinct states are recorded, the resulting random walk Y’(t) has constant transition 
probabilities in the range a < k < n, namely, “up” with probability f and “down” with 
probability i. Using the line of argument in the proof of Theorem 6.4, the expected 
time for Y’(t) to hit the state n (starting at any state iacn) is O(n). In fact, it is not 
difficult to show that the expected number of visits to any given state is 0( 1). 
Now consider the actual random walk Y(t). The expected sojourn time in a state k 
_ corresponding to a single visit by Y’(t) - is (2n/(n - k))‘. Thus the expected to- 
tal time spent by Y(t) in state k is 0(n2/(fr - k)2); summing over k, the expected 
hitting time for state n is 0(n2), since cz, i-* is bounded. The state IZ will be 
reached in time O(n”+“) with overwhelming probability. q 
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